fingers. Such a suggestion may apply to transmission to even more far district, due to the fact that blood vessels can work as waveguide for pressure, because they are designed to be so.

**Methodology** Can be summarised as following. Effects of vibrations on the hearing function will be assessed by stimulated otoacoustic emission method. Vibration elicitation will be strictly controlled (shaker and 6 DOF vibrating plate). Overall vibration will be measured by accelerometers on joints and head. Blood vessel vibration propagation will be measured by high resolution, dual frequency echography\(^4\) on main vessels (coronary) and small vessels. The frequency spectrum of hearing loss and blood vessels vibrations, deducted by the heart pumping effects, will be compared to look for coincidence.
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**Introduction** In Brazil, workers exposed to harmful agents are benefitted by a public policy denominated Early (Special) Retirement. The main reason for this early retirement is to benefit workers who performed activity that can cause harm to health and include agents such as noise, biological, chemistry, heat, and others. This exposure has to be continuous, permanent and non-intermittent. In this context, due to the large number of companies that expose their workers to noise, the present study aims to analyse the prevalence of noise’s requests granted in the request of Early Retirement and characterise the profile of workers who are exposed to this harmful agent.

**Methods** This was a retrospective study based on the analyses of 118 Profissiographic Profile Documents (PPD), a Brazilian National Social Security document use for granting early retirement for the worker exposed to harmful agents. The research was performed from November 2016 until May 2017, characterising the noise as the main harmful agent for the concession of the early retirement.

**Results** The noise accounted for 50,79% of requests for Early Retirement, in addition to 74,19% of all benefits granted. Considering merely the noise’s requests, 44,74% were accepted. Considering the analysis of gender, 97,67% of noise’s requests were made by men. Furthermore, the more prevalent employment in the analysis were production assistant (26,07%), production operator (21,79%) and mechanic (13,62%). In addition, considering the noise’s requests granted, production assistant represented 36,52%, followed by production operator (27,83%) and mechanic (4,35%).

**Discussion** The study’s findings appointed the need for a special attention of government and companies to look for new strategies that aim to reduce the noise intensity in the work environment, especially on the secondary sector (Manufacturing and Industry), contributing for a better occupational health and worker production.
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**Background** Noise, or unwanted sound, is one of the most pervasive occupational health problems. Ras Gas hearing conservation program aims to prevent hearing deterioration of its employees working in Ras Gas Company Ltd (RG) owned or operated properties that have potential exposure to high levels of noise and is based on the hearing conservation guidelines from OSHA.

**Methods** This Prospective study analysed the accumulated hearing evaluation data of the employees working with Ras Gas for a minimum of 10 years in the ‘Similar exposure group’ (SEG) within the operations group to test the effectiveness of the hearing conservation program (HCP) which was implemented in 2009. The data was extracted from the Medical Director (MD) Software of the Medical Services Department and includes the original audiograms of the 70 selected employees belonging to the operations group. This study planned to analyse:

- Pre – employment audiograms
- Audiograms taken at the start of the hearing conservation program (2009) and
- The audiograms done in 2014 (i.e; the hearing assessment of these employees from the day they started working with Ras Gas to the time the Hearing Conservation program was started and up to the 2014 hearing status) of the selected employees.

**Results** A total of 210 audiograms (3 × 70) were reviewed. The analysis of the audiograms displayed an improvement in employees hearing in line with the introduction of a hearing conservation program when the age correction factor was applied.

**Discussion** This study showed that, if properly executed, a hearing conservation program can prevent, reduce and even improve noise induced hearing deterioration. The study is particularly important in industries like mining, quarrying and oil and gas extraction which has the highest prevalence estimates of hearing loss.
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TREMOR MEASUREMENTS IN A TWENTY-TWO YEAR LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF WORKERS EXPOSED TO HAND-HELD VIBRATING TOOLS


Background Use of hand-held vibrating tools may lead to hand-arm vibration syndrome (HAVS), which is composed of vascular, neurological and muscular components. Few studies have investigated possible long-term effects on tremor related to hand-held vibrating tools.

Objectives The objectives were to evaluate postural and rest hand tremor in workers with current and previous exposure to vibrating hand tools, taking into account the possible effects from medical conditions and lifestyle habits such as tobacco and alcohol consumption.

Subjects and methods Forty workers previously employed in a specialised engineering and construction company were examined with a test-battery and a clinical examination in 1994 and 2017. Age at last examination was 60.7 years (44.6 to 77.8 years).

Hand tremor was measured in 2016/2017 with the Tremor Pen from CATSYS.

Their exposure to hand-held vibrating tools was assessed as acceleration x lifetime exposure. Biological samples of Carbohydrate-deficient transferrin (CDT), glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c), cotinine, nicotine and caffeine were collected on the day of examination.

Results The data collection was finished by ultimo March 2017. Preliminary results indicate that tobacco consumption assessed by cotinine in serum and diabetes assessed by HbA1c were more closely associated with tremor parameters than lifetime exposure to hand-held vibrating tools. For all subjects the magnitude of the tremor, the tremor Intensity, was 0.15 and 0.13 ms\(^2\) for the dominant and non-dominant hands respectively.

The hand position is important when testing for tremor. When postural and rest tremor measures were compared, the frequency of the tremor increased significantly, from 7.4 to 9.8 Hz and from 7.6 to 9.3 Hz for the dominant and non-dominant hands respectively.